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Akemi's Kawaii Cafe

Koga Akemi once created a full service restaurant chain named Akemi's with resounding popularity
amongst crowds far and wide. He became enthralled with finding the resources to start up a business
that profited the communities they were in, not just himself. Which is why he has only slightly shifted his
focus for his newly franchised Kawaii cafes and is a subsidiary of Akemi's Umbrella.

More About Akemi's Kawaii Cafe

At Akemi's Kawaii Cafe across the Kikyo Sector, and beyond, guests are treated to beverages, great food,
and Kawaii. Each room has several dozen Kawaii inside of it to be played with, pet, loved, and generally
enjoyed. The rooms also have places to order hot and cold drinks and foods at. Many Kawaii here are
customized to have unique “looks” to them and every one is different.

All of the Kawaii at Akemi's Kawaii Cafe locations are rescued Kawaii.

50% of profits are sequestered away for charities of Akemi's making.

Decor of Akemis Kawaii Cafe

A typical Akemi's Kawaii Cafe has two types of rooms. The foyer to the cafe will have a couple of lounge
chairs and paintings of Akemi but not too much room for hanging around. One is meant to choose
between the two thematic rooms, which are named above their open doorways in the foyer.

Poofy Paradise

This room is painted with soft pastels and colored lights to give the aesthetic appeal of something
reminiscent of a well-spent childhood. This is in part due to the gifs that play on viewscreens of pool
water lapping against itself and of clouds passing. There are framed pictures of Akemi, world leader Uso's
portraits in magical girl apparel, and horses in fields and meadows. There is a counter and pickup window
embedded in one of the room's walls and the room is devoted to Kawaii trees, love seats and lounge
couches, cushions, and tables. The deserts of the Kawaii cafe are all sold in this room.

Lucky Lounge

This room is dimly lit with low hanging lamps over the Coffee bar with tall stools behind which the barista
will work. The couches and chairs are all dark brown leather, tarnished metal, or distressed wood. There
is an air of the beans for the Coffee in the air and on the walls, which are decorated with pictures of the
ingredients used in the cafe.
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Really Rad Room

This room is for skateboarders, surfers, and Hanako's World-types and those that enjoy that feel.
Cowabunga music plays in the background and viewscreens show surfing and skateboarding videos.
There are two ferns and a living rubber plant, a ficus, and a row of bonsai behind the juice bar, where
smoothies are blended.

Menu

Food and drinks are sold at Akemi's Kawaii Cafes in each room. See room descriptions above and the
menu below for more.

Drinks

Every drink costs 1 DA or .5 KS.

Below are the drinks sold:

Latte
Flat White
Cappuccino
Espresso
Mocha
Spiced Mocha
Peppermint Mocha
House Coffee
Smoothie

Every drink comes hot but can be iced or ice blended upon request.

Desserts

Every dessert costs 5 DA or 2.5 KS.

Tiramisu
Cream Cake
Buche de Noel
Coffee Cake
Madeleines
Macaron
Lemon Poppy Seed Cake
Chocolate Ganache Cake
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Crème Brûlée

All desserts are single servings.

OOC Notes

Ametheliana created this article on 2017/12/30 12:41.
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